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Abstract 
 

A process used to minimize negative aspect of both ecological and economic 

costs is called sustainable manufacturing system design. Increase in 

population and industrialization level leads to increased energy consumption. 

So, resource and energy efficiency plays a vital role. For every 

manufacturing process, there is a need to quantify accurately the consumed 

energy amount for enhancing resource and energy efficiency. In addition to 

energy efficiency enhancement in consumer and building technology, it has 

to be done in manufacturing also for facilitating replacing process of 

available energy source by sustainable alternatives and for minimizing the 

impact of environment. In current manufacturing sectors, for sustainable 

production, energy-efficient machining is an effective technique. For 

achieving targeted sustainability index, and to optimize these indexes, there 

are various aspects/issues that should be incorporated. By considering 

environmental, social and economic aspects, for enhancing machining 

efficiency and energy efficiency, proposed a multi-objective optimization 

model. At first, for achieving energy-efficient machining, standard for the 

Exchange of Product model data-Numerical Control (STEP-NC) is selected 

in this research. By considering cost and time criteria, to optimize 

sustainability index, sustainability models are proposed in this work. There 

are two mathematical formulations in this model. They are, minimum 

sustainable cost and minimum sustainable time. Triple bottom line (TBL) 

aspects called environmental, social and economic are considered in this 

sustainability optimization model. In STEP-NC, using working step, energy 

computation technique based optimization model is proposed.  
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Presented an enhanced cuckoo search algorithm with evaluation, local 

multiple iteration idea generation, machining scheme algorithm, 

initialization, decoding and encoding, At last, low energy demand is provided 

by this proposed technique by enhancing machining efficiency and priorities 

are set by considering a cost-saving technique. 

 

Keywords: Improved cuckoo search algorithm (ICSA), Energy-efficient 

machining, multi-objective optimization, STEP-NC, Sustainable 

manufacturing system. 

 

1 Introduction 

 

The insight which focuses on economic dimension in recent lifestyles 

and business drives sustainable manufacturing and it needs to be broadened 

for covering all three sustainability pillars called environmental protection, 

social development and economic development.Dincer et al. [1]. 

Sustainability areas are considered as independent functions in multi-criteria 

perspective that needs to be optimized simultaneously with divergent 

objectives. 

The mechanical and thermal properties of graphene and its hybrid 

polymer nanocomposites for structural applications and nano composite for 

their improvement in their mechanical properties, Furthermore they have 

been used in bio, structural, sports, electrical and other applications 

Optimization Analysis of shape, size and structure dependent 

thermodynamic properties of nanowires, High Temperatures--High Pressures 

and Size and shape dependence of optical properties of 

nanostructures.Furthermore they have been used in bio, structural, sports, 

electrical and other applications. Based computed outcomes, outcomes which 

can be improved are considered superior to outcomes which cannot be 

enhanced. For forming educated opinion with respect to his/her sustainability 

goal, first outcomes set are interested by a decision maker.  

It shows the Pull-out simulations of interfacial properties of amine 

functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotube epoxy composites that are used 

in manufacturing as well as the glass transition temperature of functionalized 

graphene epoxy composites using molecular dynamics simulation. From 

available alternatives, good solutions are computed using mathematical 

programming and mathematical optimization. Using same practical tools and 

theoretical insights, wide range of objectives and problems can be modelled 

using a mathematical optimization’s abstract nature.  

Tang  et al. [2]Issues in maintainability and economical assembling share 

practically speaking that there isn't just a single goal to be considered 

however a few clashing ones . This is numerically reflected by considering a 

few target works all the while. The arrangement of accessible other options 

and the structure of the considered target capacities can by and large be 

displayed in various manners.  
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Zhang et al [3] The concentration in the accompanying segment is put on 

the all-around examined and productive field of direct advancement 

including straight target capacities and direct limitations permitting the client 

to show just as to effectively understand a wide scope of quantitative issues. 

Elahami et al [4] Energy-efficient machining can be performed in an 

effective way using Deciding machining schemes (MSs) in part machining in 

energy efficiency perspective. There are various key elements like process 

route, tool path, machining parameters and machining resources. 

There are more than one reasonable MS, which constitutes best 

machining scheme (BMS) and candidate machining schemes (CMSs) group, 

for example, in this group, energy-efficient machining scheme (EEMS) are 

developed. An optimization problem corresponds to this process. Two key 

procedures  are needed for solving optimization problem like optimization 

model and respective solution technique.  

 Sarkar et al. [5] For sustainable production, for achieving energy-

efficient machining, Exchange of Product model data-Numerical Control 

(STEP-NC) (ISO14649-1, 2003) is adopted in this work, where, for energy-

efficient machining, an multi objective optimization model is built and using 

an improved ICSA, its solution is presented. 

 The rest of work is organized as follows, section 2 review recent design 

optimization techniques for sustainability designs, section 3 explains 

proposed methodology, section 4 describes results and discussion, section 5 

concludes research work. 

 

2 Literature Review 
 

 Recent techniques having association with sustainable manufacturing 

system design optimization are reviewed in this section.  

 Bilga et al. [6] optimized important energy consumption parameters like 

power factor (PF), active energy consumed by the machine (AECM), energy 

efficiency (EE) are optimized using developed model. With multi-layer 

coated tungsten carbide insert, for CNC EN353’s rough turning, performed 

various experimental analysis. On energy consumption response parameters 

were studied the impact of input process variables like, nose radius, cut 

depth, feed rate and cutting speed.  

 Shrouf et al. [7] minimized energy consumption in production process of 

single machine production scheduling using a proposed mathematical model. 

At machine level for making decisions for determining job processing lunch 

times, idle time during that machine should be shut down, ―turning on‖ time, 

and ―turning off‖ time. In production shift, least expensive production 

scheduling is implemented by operations manager. By avoiding high-energy 

price periods, significant energy cost minimization is produced using this 

technique as shown 

 Nilashi et al.[8] revealed relationships between ecological sustainability, 

overall sustainability and human sustainability performance using decision  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/tungsten
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/nose-radius
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rules for performing sustainability assessment systems. For predicting 

country sustainability performance, used the rules discovered from 128 

countries Sustainability Assessment by Fuzzy Evaluation data. 

Large number of sustainability indicators can be accepted using this 

technique for assessing countries sustainability. Through large indicators set, 

for sustainability assessment, proposed technique can be used as a potential 

tool for making decision as shown result analysis. 

Yang et al.[9] computed processes based on stereo lithography (SLA)’s 

energy consumption using a mathematical model. From an SLA‐ based AM 

machine, real energy consumed are measured by conducting various  

experiments for validating mathematical model. For various parameters 

impact, adopted the experiments design technique’s and this is also used for 

examining potential interactions on entire energy consumption  

Optimum parameters combinations are identified using a response 

optimization technique for minimizing total consumption of energy. 

Constructed product’s surface quality is tested using optimum parameters set, 

which are obtained and compared with various parameter combinations.  

 Li et al.[10]; Wang et al. [11]predicted fabricated parts surface roughness 

using a proposed analytical models. Hybrid additive–subtractive 

manufacturing and AM process are used in this model. For increasing 

prediction accuracy, also proposed a novel surface profile representation 

scheme. The proposed model’s effectiveness are validated by performing 

various case studies.  

Fabricated graphene epoxy nano composite reinforced with amine for 

their thermo mechanical characterization. Furthermore they have been used 

in bio, structural, sports, electrical and other applications. 

A new type of spiral shaped solar collector installed with conventional 

solar flat plate collector for various application such as building, solar, wind 

tunnel, and many more was discussed  and developed by Verma et al. [12]. 

Kannegiesser et al. [13] For AM case, around 4.25% average error is 

produced in this model, which is significantly less when compared with 

existing modes. Around 91.83% of average accuracy is obtained. 

 

3 Proposed Methodology 
 

 Energy consumption’s effective computation technique is required for 

establishing sustainable system’s optimization model. So, an Energy-efficient 

machining is proposed in this work, which is an effective sustainable 

production technique. 

Cost and time elements are also identified using this research work for 

keeping sustainable manufacturing enterprises and cost and time related 

sustainability indexes are optimized according to total cost and time required 

to install as well as develop an infrastructure.  
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By considering environmental, social and economic aspects, for 

enhancing machining efficiency and energy efficiency, proposed a multi-

objective optimization model. At first, for achieving energy-efficient 

machining, standard for the Exchange of Product model data-Numerical 

Control (STEP-NC) is selected in this research. By considering cost and time 

criteria, to optimize sustainability index, sustainability models are proposed 

in this work.  

Gandomi et al [14] There are two mathematical formulations in this 

model. They are, minimum sustainable cost and minimum sustainable time. 

Triple bottom line (TBL) aspects called environmental, social and economic 

are considered in this sustainability optimization model. In STEP-NC, using 

working step, energy computation technique based optimization model is 

proposed. 

Presented an enhanced cuckoo search algorithm with evaluation were 

local multiple iterations idea, generation, machining scheme, initialization, 

decoding and encoding. 

  

3.1STEP-NC Enabled Approach 
  

To remedy ISO6983’s shortcoming’s, a standard series called STEP-NC  

(i.e. ISO14649) is proposed via specification of machining process instead of 

specifying machine tool motion. It has data structures group as illustrated in 

figure 1 and with EXPRESS language, it is built for describing enough high-

level contents to manufacture machining resources, machining processes and 

geometrics. 

For linking up major product lifecycle management components like 

manufacturing and design, it is used as a smart technology. For a part, 

optimization and energy evaluation are performed using STEP-NC with 

information support. Working step-oriented and feature based working are 

the major STEP-NC characteristics. In a part, materials to be removed are 

represented by applying features and process information like machining 

parameters are described by employing working step. 

Some candidate machining operations like plane finish milling (PFM), 

plane rough milling (PRM), etc., and strategies like contour parallel (CP), 

unidirectional (UD), bidirectional (BD), etc., are provided by STEP-NC. In 

STEP-NC context, to manufacture a part, instantiate are computed using 

STEP-NC Part 21 file and MS is constituted by these data structures. With 

STEP-NC, MS compliant with consideration of energy efficiency is a major 

purpose is this work. 
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Figure 1 Data Structure of STEP-NC  

 

 The energy-efficient machining workflow is presented in figure 2 and 

STEP-NC technique is used in this. For integrating every procedure, STEP-

NC in used a core concept in this entire process. Parts are represented using 

features, for this part, CMSs is generated as optimization model’s solution 

space. In a MS with STEP-NC, there are few energy consumption 

contributing factors and based part’s energy, these factors will be varied.  

For energy consumption computation, these variables are organized 

using working step. Optimization can be constructed using this computation 

technique. With respect to STEP-NC data structure, enhanced the ICSA for  

making it more suitable for solving this model. At last computed the EEMS. 

In the following sections, these details are given.  

 

 
Figure 2 Energy-Efficient Machining Using STEP-NC Approach 
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3.2 Energy Consumption Calculation via STEP-NC 
 
3.2.1 Calculation Method of Energy Consumption  
 

 Energy consumption is computed using a basic unit called working step. 

Every working step energy consumption’s sum corresponds to a part 

machining’s energy demand and it is given by, 

      ∑      
 
                              (1) 

 Where, part [J] machining’s energy consumption is represented a Epart, 

ith working step energy [J] is represented as Ews, working steps count is 

represented as n. In part's energy consumption, preliminary computation are 

done using expression (1). Established working step’s finite state machine for 

achieving energy demand computation as illustrated in figure 3.  

 With working step’s execution process, presented every state’s transition 

condition and state’s working step as illustrated in figure 3. Every state’s 

energy consumption sum is used for computing Ews values as shown. 

                                 (2) 

  

Where, preparation state [J]’s energy demand is represented as   , 

approaching state [J]’s energy demand is represented as Ea, leaving state 

[J]’s energy demand is represented as El and machining state [J]’s energy 

demand is represented as Em. In, every state details are presented. 

 Re-classified a machine tool’s power-driven components, before 

mentioning four states energy demand computation technique. 

 Basic components (BC): They corresponds to components that must run 

while machine tool is on like fan, monitor and controller. 

 Machine tool function components (MTFC): They corresponds to a 

components which will based on respective conditions while a machine 

tool is on. They are two types, 

1. Working step-related components (WRC): These are the machine tool 

function component’s subtypes, but these component’s power is related 

with working step like tool changer. 

2. Working step-unrelated components (WURC): These are the machine 

tool function component’s subtypes, but these components power is 

unrelated with working step like cutting fluid and light. 

3. Cutting components: Corresponds to feed axis and spindle. 
 

 
 

Figure 3Finite State Machine of Working Step 
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3.3 Proposed Multi Objective Optimization Model by Considering 
Energy Consumption, Minimum Sustainable Time and Minimum 
Sustainable Cost 
 

 According to minimum sustainable cost, minimum sustainable time and 

computed energy consumption, multi objective optimization model is 

introduced in this section. This research involves following optimization 

variables namely, working steps sequencing, material (M), machining 

strategy (S), cutting parameters (P), cutting tool (C), machine tool (MT).  

A machining scheme (MS) is constituted by using above mentioned 

optimization variables, which is compliant with STEP-NC. There are three 

major parts in this work. They are, dimensions based sustainability 

components, energy consumption and cost time based sustainability and 

aspects optimization models.  
 

3.3.1 Components of Sustainability 
 

 In manufacturing enterprises, sustainability components are classified 

based on three dimensions called environmental, social and economic. They 

are termed as triple bottomline (TBL). A complex multi-objective 

optimization is there in TBL concepts based sustainability and there are 

various issues/aspects in every dimension. 

 

3.3.2 Optimization Models 
 

 The sustainable or sustainability development index has to be optimized 

for computing criteria for proper performance and optimization 

measurement. In general, through cost to sustainable and time to sustainable, 

optimization criteria is formed from sustainability index minimization. 

Discussion about time and cost minimization sustainability index are 

presented in this section. 

 

3.3.2.1 Sustainability Cost 
 

3.3.2.1.1Infrastructure Cost 
 

 In beginning, amount of resources which is requested or ordered for 

accomplishing and/or satisfying required infrastructure defines infrastructure 

cost. There are two components in sustainability infrastructure cost. They are 

variable component and fixed component. The infrastructure size and type 

which is accomplished perfectly in initial stage defines fixed sustainability 

component cost, K. 

This is termed as setup cost. This component is termed as infrastructure 

costs and it used assumed as fixed sustainability costs. In upgrading and/or 

updating, this is used a guide by sustainability’s variable component s. Based 

on fixed set up cost, as an exponential proportional, (s) is incurred. Following 

expression is used for defining infrastructure sustainability cost       as,  
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                                          (3) 

 Where: 

 infrastructure’s capital investment is represented as K; 

sustainability cost based sustainability index is represented c s. 

 

3.3.2.1.2Development Cost (Holding and Carrying Cost) 
 

All the costs proportional to sustainability development index are 

included in sustainable or sustainability development cost for developing 

updated and upgraded system. At any point time, sustainability index are 

proportional summation of all those cost as there is a known development 

costs and that carries, cost having association with development.  

 When compared with environmental and social sustainability 

requirements, highest priority is given to economic sustainability 

requirements. Following expression is used for expressing sustainable index 

      and sustainability’s development cost. 

       ∑                        
 
         (4) 

 Where: 

  Where, in all aspects/issues, total development cost of 

sustainability is given by, D. 

 According to two previous components called development cost and 

infrastructure, formulated the total sustainability cost,       , as,  

                                                                    (5) 

 For identifying minimum sustainability cost, taking derivative based 

optimum sustainability index according to   and setting it to zero. Using 

following expression, computed optimum sustainability index   
  as, 

 

  
     *

 

 
+                                (6) 

 

3.3.2.2 Sustainability Time 

 
3.3.2.2.1 Infrastructure Time (Setup Time) 
  

Product of time required for initial infrastructure and sustainability’s 

exponential equation gives sustainability infrastructure’s time requirement. 

So, infrastructure sustainability time       is defined as, 

         
                                    (7) 

 Where; 

 Time needed for initial infrastructure like hiring employees, equipment 

and machine instalment, building, etc., is represented as   , sustainable time 

based sustainable index is represented as   . 
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3.3.2.2.2 Development Time (Carrying Time) 

 

 All the times which are proportional to sustainability index are included 

in development time. Carrying time associated with development 

corresponds to development times. At any point of time, sustainability index 

is proportional to summation of these times. Time estimation cannot be done 

easily and in all TBL dimensions, it requires a huge work. Any time 

sustainable index,       and development time for sustainability is expressed 

as,  

      ∑                            
 
                (8) 

 Where, in all aspects/issues, total development time of sustainability is 

given by, t. 

 According to two previous components called development times and 

infrastructure, formulated the total sustainability time,      , as,  
 

                      
                        (9) 

 For identifying minimum sustainability time taking derivative based 

optimum sustainability according to t s and setting it to zero. Using following 

expression, computed optimum sustainability index   
  as,  

  
     *

 

  
+                                     (10) 

 

3.3.3 Energy Consumption Design Objective 
 

Optimization objective is formed from part machining’s energy 

efficiency. In this work, energy efficieny is represented using SEC, which is 

expressed as,  

    
     

     
                             (11) 

 Where, Vpart is volume of part [mm3]. 

 Constraints 

 The working sequence and step’s generation are considered in this work. 

So there is a need to organize a set of constraints in a following manner. The 

basic constraints of working step is expressed as,  

{

           

         

         

                                   (12) 

 Where, working step’s machining parameters are represented as p, 

working step N’s cutting forcing during execution is represented as     , 

working step [W]’s cutting power during execution is represented as     . 

There is a limitation for above mentioned three variables. P’s maximum 

value is represented as     and minimum value is represented as     , 

    ’s maximum value are represented as P max and     ’s maximum value 

is represented as F max. 
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3.4 An Improved Cuckoo Search Algorithm for the Proposed 
Multi Objective Optimization Model 
 
3.4.1 Initialization 
 

 Two tasks are performed in initialization step. They are, solution space 

generation and ICSA’s basic parameter setting. 

 

3.4.2 Machining Scheme Generation 
 

 Two procedures are included in machining scheme generation. They are 

working step constitution and working step sequence selection. In this work, 

working steps and working step sequence are generated using enhanced 

cuckoo searching algorithm. Next, evaluation of this machining scheme are 

done. In evaluation, part machining’s energy efficiency is computed using 

energu consumption model.  

Moreover, current machining scheme’s evaluation in every iteration is 

compared with previous machining scheme and for achieving fitness function 

update, better one from this comparison is used. For optimization problem 

Cuckoo search algorithm (CS) is applied successfully. However, there is a 

local optima trapping problem and premature convergence issues.  

Proposed a probability function (PF) based cuckoo search algorithm for 

overcoming shortcoming as well as enhancing CS performance. 

 

3.4.2.1Cuckoo Search Algorithm Based on Probability Function 
Method (PFM) 
 

 Levy flight strategy usage is a major key point in CS. Jumping from one 

area to another by cuckoo nest’s searching path is made possible by 

occasional long distance and short distance cooperative random search.  So, 

CS has strong global search ability and it is conductive to global search. 

In search process, a string random jump is shown by CS due to this 

mode, so, it is not strong enough to search near every cuckoo nest. This leads 

to minimized CS convergence speed and reduced accuracy of convergence.  

An improved CS algorithm is termed as Probability Function Method 

(PFM) based cuckoo search algorithm is proposed for enhancing CS’s 

performance and to overcoming these shortcoming. At every iteration’s end, 

poor nest locations are filtered out automatically and near optimum nest 

location, same amount of new nest locations are produced automatically. 

Around current optimum locations, nest new locations are created in this 

manner, which enhances algorithm performance in some particular way. 
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3.4.2.2 Mathematical Modeling of PFM  
  

Every nest location are sorted in every iteration during later PFM period 

and near current optimum bird nest location, created m new bird nest 

locations by filtering out  m worst nest location. New bird nest location is 

expressed using below mentioned formula, 

  
    

       (  
 

    
)
 
                             (13) 

 Where, at time step t, nest’s new location is represented as    , current 

optimum bird nest location is represented as X*, a random number is 

represented as randn and it obeys normal distribution with 0 mean value and 

1 as variance, maximum iterations count is given by     , regulatory factor 

is represented as p and here, is value is set as 2. 

 

4 Results and Discussion 
  

Presented approach is verified in this section. At first, calculating energy  

consumption’s key coefficients in machining operation are computed by 

performing power data acquirement experiment. For a typical part, energy 

efficient machining technique is determined for verifying improved CSA 

algorithm’s effectiveness. At last, for indicating determined machining 

technique’s effectiveness, energy consumption calculation techniques 

accuracy are presented. 

 

4.1 Power Data Acquirement Experiment 
 

 Experiment objects are formed using sixteen cutting tools and two 

machine tools as summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. The C45 steel material 

needs to be machined with CW240 power meter. The IACO and TACO are 

implemented using Java programming language and under generated solution 

space, two algorithms are executed. 

For achieving convergence, less iteration count is required by IACO than 

TACO due to the introduction of local multiple iteration. Compared with 

TACO, there is a need to implement every iteration content in ICSA, which 

increased every iteration timing. So, for verifying ICSA’s effectiveness, it is 

no enough to check iteration count alone and two algorithms timing must be 

compared. 
Table 1Machine Tool Information 
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Table 2 Cutting Tool Information 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure4 Experiment Scene 

 

Fig. 4 shows the experimental platform used in this work. 

 

 
 

Figure 5Iteration Process of TACO and IACO 

 

 The IACO and TACO’s iteration process are illustrated in figure 5. With 

SEC is about 4.0 J/ mm3, both algorithms get converged and optimization 

can be achieved using both the algorithms as shown. 
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Figure 6 Relationship between Sustainability and Total Cost 

 

Relationship between total cost and sustainability are illustrated in figure 

6. In manufacturing designs, optimum cost reduction are provided by 

proposed EEM-ICSA technique as concluded in that results. 
 

 
 

Figure7 Relationship between Sustainability and Total Cost 

 

 Relationship between total time and sustainability are illustrated in figure 

7. In manufacturing designs, reduced time is provided by proposed EEM-

ICSA technique as shown. 
 

5 Conclusion 
  

In this work, proposed and discussed a sustainability optimization model 

to manufacturing enterprise. Major sustainability dimensions like 

environmental, social and economic are provided and covered in this model 

through its issues/aspects to be highly flexible for incorporating more and 

more issues about everyone. For prismatic parts, by considering energy 

efficient machining, an optimization model is presented in this work via 

STEP-NC and an ICSA algorithm is used for obtaining its solutions. 

For achieving energy consumption computation, adopted the STEP-NC 

working steps. With an optimization constraint, optimization variable and 

objective, built a multi objective optimization model accordingly.  
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The proposed model is solved using improved CSA algorithm. Entire 

part machining’s energy demand can be computed effectively using energy 

consumption computation technique.  

Sustainable index designing is mainly focused in proposed optimization 

model and it provides guidance for computing sustainability cost and 

optimum time. Illustrative examples are used for examining these models. 

For entire sustainable product lifecycle management process, this work can 

be utilize techniques based on machine learning approaches.   
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